Chemistry Diversity and Inclusion Action Committee
May General Body Meeting
May 12, 2017, GC349 @ Noon

1. Open Floor to Comments/Concerns/Thoughts

2. Summary of OXIDE Chairs’ Meeting (Prof. Williard)
   ○ Review of Meeting
   ○ Recommended Best Practices from Other Depts.
   ○ Follow-Up?

   ○ Review of Meeting with University Ombudswoman
   ○ BGRIPS Program
   ○ Journal Club Discussion of BGRIPS

4. Department Training (Vale, BMR, Brian, Prof. Delaney)
   ○ Review of Meeting with Lynn Hernandez Regarding Optional Trainings and Focus Groups
   ○ Review of Rubenstein Meeting with Dean Blume Regarding Funding for Training/Focus Group Moderation
   ○ Faculty, Undergraduate, Graduate and Staff Climate Surveys Under Development

5. Review of Final DIAC Chairs’ Faculty Meeting (BMR)
   ○ Sharing of Best Practices from CS/Biomed
   ○ Discussion of Hires to be Made in Title IX Office and the Office of Institutional Diversity and Inclusion
   ○ Organizing Discipline Chairs’ Meetings to Move Away from Current Hub and Spoke Model for DIAPs

6. Recruiting at Minority Serving Institutions (BMR, Prof. Robinson, SR-R)
   ○ Outreach to the University of Puerto Rico
   ○ Tougaloo-Brown Partnership Outreach
   ○ Establishing Ties with HBCUs - Schools That Most Overlap with Our Department?
   ○ Prof. Robinson is Developing a List of Collaborators/Colleagues at Other Such Institutions
7. Scheduling a Diversity-Oriented Music Festival with BBQ This Summer?

8. APMA 1910: Race and Gender in the Scientific Community Final Presentations
   ○ Friday, May 12, 5-6 PM, 170 George